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1966, before the Culture Revolution begins
in China, a beautiful young girl named Pan
Shu Wei is not seeing the unfortunate fate
of her family deviously creeping up on
them. She grows up in a happy,
sophisticated environment, never could she
imagine how dreadful and precarious a
peaceful life can be annihilated overnight.
Her father, a well respected mentor,
professor Pan, is accused as the
anti-communists right-wing member, and
is being sent to the harsh labor camp to
work on train tracks, and other inhuman
works. They lost everything they have. Her
mother becomes very ill, and their old
friends are quickly distancing themselves
from them. Even her childhood sweetheart
and his family is demeaning her and
callous to her familys forlorn plights, and
refuse to help.
When life seems so
worthless to be
living, she meets a
charming and kind young man, Leow Tou
whos a doctor for the Peoples Liberation
Army. They quickly fall in love. Pan Shu
Wei cant get into a college because of her
right-wing background, she becomes a
worker in a fabric factory for about two
years, and then because of her beautiful
voice and the passion for music, she finally
gets in the Musical Academy of Kunming,
upon graduating she earns the lead singer
position in a theater.
A pampered rascal,
general Tan, fancies for the famous and
still innocent diva Pan Shu Wei. He uses
his power conspicuously sends Louw Tou
to the front lines of the war, so he can gets
his prey without too much obstacles. After
Louw Tou leaves, melancholy Pan Shu
Wei finds herself pregnant with Louw Tous
child. In 1966, when a young woman gets
pregnant without being married it is
unnacceptable to society. The unblemished
and yet, paniced young woman doesnt
know what to do, and the lecherous
hooligan General is lurking closer...
Tseng Yen is a multiple award winning
author from Taipei, Taiwan. She has about
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twenty books published, a mentor for
countless creative writing programs, and
she was a literature editor in the Youth
Daily News of Ministry of National
Defense of R.O.C for thirty years. She is
now retired and enjoys taking care of and
playing with her first granddaughter.
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